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WWII pilot, tours on symposium agenda

I

ntroducing high school and college
students to the literature of James
Jones will be the focus of the 2013
James Jones Literary Society
Symposium, to be held Nov. 7, 8 and 9
in Illinois. A committee is recruiting
students from Eastern Illinois University,
Lincoln Trail College, Vincennes
University, Olney Central College,
Wabash Valley College and from area
high schools to attend.
On Thursday, Nov. 7, Jerry Yellin, an
author and WWII pilot, will be the guest
speaker in a program highlighting the
James Jones Lecture Series at EIU,
Charleston, Ill.
Yellin was 21 in 1945 when he landed
on Iwo Jima, an eight-square-mile island
650 miles from Japan. As he landed,
Yellin saw huge piles of dead Japanese
soldiers being pushed into mass graves.
He has written that, “The sight and smell
indelibly imprinted on my mind. Our squadron area
was next to a Marine mortuary where hundreds of
dead Marines were being readied for burial, a sight
that continued until
Continued on page 3

A walking tour of Robinson,
including the Crawford County
Courthouse, above, as it appeared
in 1940, is planned. Library of
Congress, Prints & Photographs
Division, FSA-OWI Collection.

Tickets now on sale for Eternity musical

F

rom Here to Eternity, the Musical, previews in London’s
Shaftesbury Theatre on Sept.
30. The gripping tale of illicit love
and Army life unites the writing talents of Tim Rice (lyrics), Stuart
Brayson (music) and Bill Oakes
(book). It marks Rice's first new
stage musical
Continued on page 6
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Author aims to capture JJ personality

A

merican Phoenix: A Life of
James Jones, is a biography
that traces its roots to author
Michael James Moore’s
preoccupation with the music, films
and literature of the generation that
came of age in the 1930s and 40s.
Moore recently completed the first
draft of the work. Here, he talks about
what drew him to this monumental
project and why it’s important.
Biographer M. J. Moore on recent trip to Paris
The first pages [of American
Phoenix] were written in April 2011. A colossal amount of reading preceded those
pages. But the more important fact is that I’ve thought about Jones year in and year
out, ever since I was a college kid at the University of Illinois at ChampaignUrbana in the early-to-mid 1980s. My peers thought Raymond Carver invented
writing. Even back then, however, I was obsessed with the World War II
generation.
My interest in Jones grew out of my lifelong preoccupation with the music, the
movies and the literature of the generation that came of age back in the 30s and the
40s. Fortunately, my parents’ cabinets were filled with books and albums from the
WW II era, and from the 1950s, as well. By the time I started high school in 1973,
I’d absconded with their Sinatra LPs and their Duke Ellington records, as well as
their well-worn copy of From Here to Eternity.
Four very different books about Jones appeared between 1978 and 1985. Willie
Morris’ memoir came first, and it’s a gem; then there was James Giles’ academic
study in 1981; later in 1984 the biographical portrait by poet-novelist George
Garrett appeared, and that work was followed in 1985 by Frank MacShane’s
biography.
Continued on page 3

Dedicated writers take a stand with imprint
Kaylie Jones has launched her own imprint,
Kaylie Jones Books, under the auspices of
Akashic Books. The imprint’s motto is:
Dedicated writers taking a stand. The idea for
an imprint grew from Jones’ 25 years as a
writing teacher.
“Year after year I have watched my best
writing students put a great deal of work into
Logo by Sara Goldfarb
their novels-in-progress, only to be confronted
in the end by a wall that is the hard reality of mainstream publishing today, which
has grown increasingly commercial and big-business-minded,” Jones states. “We
have found little room there for the literary first novel; though the literary first
Continued on page 7
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Author aims ….
Continued from page 1
I’d recommend the Giles study or the Garrett portrait to any interested readers, but I can’t say the same for
the MacShane biography. The problem with MacShane is that he did not love Jones’ books. The ultimate
disappointment is that the force of Jones’ persona simply does not come through in MacShane’s work.
Contrarily, in the biographical essay that George Hendrick wrote when he edited the 1989 collection of Jones’
letters, the reader feels the energy of Jones’ personal style, as well as the enormous power of his writing. I
aspire to pick up where Hendrick left off.
For someone who has never read a book by Jones, I’d recommend they start with the short stories collected in
The Ice-Cream Headache and Other Stories. Once any readers are hypnotized by the childhood stories or the
war tales or the postwar narratives in that remarkable collection, I have no doubt that they’ll voluntarily read
Jones’ novels.
M. J. Moore was born and raised in Chicago. He graduated from the University of Illinois and earned a
master’s degree at the University of South Dakota, specializing in Twentieth-Century American Literature.
Moore’s book reviews, opinion page editorials, feature stories and profiles have appeared in The Capital
Times, the Los Angeles Times and the Chicago Tribune. He has taught literature, composition and speech at
universities and colleges, including the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He lives in Madison, Wis.

Symposium …
Continued from page 1
the remains of nearly 6,821 American Marines were buried in the cemetery.”
Yellin went on to fly 19 missions over Japan from Iwo Jima. He was in combat in the Pacific Theater and
Iwo Jima with the 78th Fighter Squadron and participated in the first land-based fighter mission over Japan on
April 7, 1945, and the last mission of the war on August 14, 1945. He was
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross with an Oak Leaf cluster and the
Air Medal with four Oak Leaf clusters. He was discharged a Captain in
December 1945.
A committee of board members is working to organize other programs
for the three-day event.
Tentative plans include:
n Nov. 7: Yellin program at EIU for the James Jones Lecture series.
n Nov. 8: Mini lectures for students, James Jones & Robinson, Illinois, in
the smaller conference facility at the Quail Creek Country Club, Robinson.
Other presentations to include Kaylie Jones, J. Michael Lennon, George
Hendrick and the James Jones biographical writings of Michael J. Moore;
student panels and student essay readers. Walking tours of Robinson and
readings from two winners of the James Jones First Novel Fellowship will
also take place. Following an evening banquet at the Quail Creek Country
Club, students will present readings of James Jones’ writings and letters.
Captain Jerry Yellin, WWII pilot, will n Nov. 9: JJLS board will meet, possibly followed by a tour of the
be one of the guest speakers.
Handy Writers’ Colony in Marshall.
See page 9 for information on reserving rooms at the Quail Creek Country Club.
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Prologue.
Endymion.
Parkman.
Robinson.
Decadence
By George Hendrick

W

Illinois farm fields, 1940

hat did James Jones think about his hometown Robinson, Illinois, and the surrounding countryside?
He gave some answers in the prologue to his first novel, They Shall Inherit the Laughter, completed
in late 1945. The novel was rejected by Scribner’s and remained unpublished. In 2011, I edited
sections of that novel, retitled To the End of the War (Open Road Integrated Media, e-book and print edition on
demand). The Prologue was not appropriate for that edition, but it does contain many clues about being
enveloped by nature in virgin land and about the decadence of Robinson, renamed Endymion, Indiana.*
The prologue includes mystical passages influenced by American Transcendentalist writers – Whitman,
Emerson, Thoreau**: “In the spring the freshly plowed earth is rich and black and stretches interminably away,
parallel furrow after parallel furrow, until the watcher is made punch-drunk with so much black earth and feels
a strong desire to wallow in the rich moist spongy blackness” (see Leaves of Grass).
Jones, the observer, the watcher, the chorus in Greek tragic dramas, the stage manager in Thorton Wilder’s
Our Town, observed that the rich land had been plowed and developed by farmers, who could make profits
from their crops. Then the watcher (Jones himself) wrote: “Here and there are thickly wooded hills untillable
for farmers and so left magnanimously to nature.” The wooded hills represented to him the pristine world that
beckoned him to “think of cozy dark and secret caves into which he would like to crawl and lose himself,
giving himself a wild desire to throw his shoes and socks and garters, leg irons of civilization, away from him
and roll his pantlegs above his knees and wander barefoot through the soft secret of the darkly wooded hills”
(see Thoreau’s Walden and Emerson’s Nature).
The discovery of oil brought “more money than the earth could ever bring.” Then came “other things not so
pleasing as the money,” that is, the materialism scorned by Whitman, Emerson and Thoreau. Still, there was
some beauty in oil fields: “At night one can hear with sleep-producing regularity the low short mournful cry of
the barkers on the oilwell pumps” (see “Sounds” in Walden).
Then the watcher turned to the local villages and their townspeople—English, German, Irish—who slowly
became Americans. Then he moved to his hometown, where he spent the first eighteen years of his life. The
mood is at first elegiac but is soon broken by the violence of the past: “My grandfather who was once as a
young man sheriff of the county in which Endymion lies, had a magnificent collection of two and four-barrel
derringers, brass knucks, and knives that he picked up here and there in the execution of his office; as a small
boy I was allowed to play with them, and I was fascinated by them and the bloody stories behind them.” Jones’
fascination with knives seems to have begun here.
The bloody times were gone, the oil boom declined, but the town remained prosperous as a market town
with thriving businesses and industries. There were problems:
“But the lusty rough-and-ready honest days are gone now from Endymion. I do not know whether this is
because of the great oil monies that flowed into the town or not. Perhaps towns, like people, become decadent
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Prologue ….
when their work is through and they have
no more to give, no more good to do.
Perhaps Endymion had become decadent, to
me, because young people always look back
at the past and are envious of its glory. I can
even remember when I used to look back
upon World War I as a glorious searching
for the Grail. I think perhaps the young look
back so because of the stories told them by
the old. Man, in looking back at their past
life, seems always to forget the bad and
terrible things and remember only the good
and humorous; perhaps this trait is what
makes them view their own time with such a
jaundiced eye.
“If I were to write a novel about
Endymion, Ind., I think its name would be
Decadence, for that word fits the town more Oil fields near Robinson, 1940. Photos from the Library of
aptly than any other. But by decadence I do Congress, Prints & Photographs, FSA-OWI Collection.
not mean dying, becoming a ghost town. It is lively and it is very rich, as small towns go. By decadence I mean
the dishonesty of the so-called polished and refined.”
The tales of old men about the golden age of their youth did give to young people the belief that the present
was decadent. The watcher knew that materialism of the “polished and refined” also played a part.
Maxwell Perkins, the editor at Scribner’s, did not accept the flawed They Shall Inherit the Laughter, telling
Jones that the novel would be seen as insulting by military people and by civilians. After the success of From
Here to Eternity (1951), Jones re-imagined and completely rewrote They Shall Inherit the Laughter as Some
Came Running. Endymion was renamed Parkman and moved back into Illinois. Both were based on mammonworshipping Robinson.
As a rubric for Some Came Running, Jones choose a passage from Mark 10: A man came running to Jesus
wanting to know how he could “inherit eternal life.” Jesus told him, “go thy way, sell whatsoever thou hast, and
give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come, take up the cross and follow me.” The man
was sad and went away, for “he had great possessions.”
The prologue to They Shall Inherit the Laughter provides important material for understanding Jones’ view
of Robinson and for the needed reinterpretation of the misunderstood Some Came Running.
* Endymion, Ind., Jones wrote at the end of the Prologue, may have been named by a settler who knew his
Greek mythology. Endymion, the beautiful young shepherd, asked Zeus for immortality and perpetual youth.
Zeus agreed, on the condition that Endymion remain eternally asleep. Jones also suggested a settler may have
read Keats’ poem, “Endymion.”
**For the influence of Transcendentalists on Jones, see Steven R. Carter, James Jones: An American Literary
Orientalist Master. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1998, and Greg Randle, “James Jones’s First Romance:
An Examinination of They Shall Inherit the Laughter.” Unpublished M.A thesis, Sangamon State University
(now the University of Illinois at Springfield) 1989. Permission to publish sections from Laughter was granted
by Archives/Special Collections, University of Illinois at Springfield.
Hendrick is a retired University of Illinois English professor and department chair who served as the first
president of the James Jones Literary Society and edited To Reach Eternity: The Letters of James Jones.
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Tickets ….
Continued from page 1
in over ten years and Stuart's West End début.
From Here to Eternity will be directed by
Tamara Harvey (Educating Rita, Menier Chocolate Factory; The Kitchen Sink, Bush Theatre),
designed by Soutra Gilmour (Macbeth, Trafalgar
Studios; Antigone, National Theatre) and choreographed by Javier De Frutos (London Road,
National Theatre; The Most Incredible Thing,
Sadler’s Wells). The creative team also includes
lighting designer Bruno Poet (Frankenstein, National Theatre), sound designer Mick Potter
(Phantom of the Opera, West End/ worldwide)
and orchestrator & musical supervisor David
White (Les Misérables, West End/ worldwide).
Tickets went on sale April 5. The show will
preview at the Shaftesbury Theatre on Sept. 30
with Press Night on Oct. 23, 2013. Tickets can be
purchased at: www.FromHereToEternityTheMusical.com.

Jones’ gusto, embrace of life fascinated Mailer
By J. Michael Lennon
was sorting through some papers in preparation to pick up work on the edition of Mailer’s letters I am
editing for Random House. I found a sheet of paper containing the citation accompanying the JJLS Lifetime
Achievement Award given him at the Society’s meeting in Paris, June 22, 2002. It was a terrific conference,
and Mailer, his wife Norris and George Plimpton did a reading of the letters of Hemingway, Scott and Zelda
Fitzgerald at the American Church on Quai d’Orsay.
Scribbled on the paper were some of the things Mailer said about Jones when he spoke on a conference
panel. He said, “Jones took beautiful swings at the bastards,” meaning no particular individuals, but the whole
gamut of assholes and shits in contemporary society. He went on to say that in his writing he was fearless, and
“pressed wounds to the other side.” Jones, he continued, “had his finger on the nation’s pulse for 40 years.” He
ended his remarks with this: “Jones disabled the grief button by embracing life like no one ever has.”
These fragmentary notes made me recall a letter Mailer wrote to William Styron in July 1953, shortly after
Mailer visited the Handy Writers Colony, and which I quote from in my forthcoming biography, Norman
Mailer: A Double Life. Jones’ gusto always fascinated Mailer. Here is an excerpt from the letter:
Lowney Handy and Jones are people whom one can satirize so easily, and yet one’s missed it all, for both of
them are such extraordinarily passionate people, that their errors as well as their successes have a kind of
grotesque to them. Lowney Handy burns—I kept thinking of fanatics like John Brown when I looked into her
eyes. Jones like all of us is having his troubles with the second book, but everything happens to Jonesie on so
big a scale that his troubles are flamboyant next to ours, and involve money, movie scripts, gymnastics,
obscenities, raw insecurity, triumphant phallicism and wham, wham, wham, it’s all explosion. With it all, I like
him tremendously. I suppose I have the kind of friendship with him that I had when I was a kid with other kids.
Lennon’s Norman Mailer: A Double Life debuts Oct. 15.

I
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‘Endowment for JJ chair in WWII studies is priority’
By Bonnie Irwin,
EIU Dean of the College of Arts & Humanities
his is an exciting time for the James Jones Chair in
World War II Studies in the English and History
departments at Eastern Illinois University. I have
set this endowment as a priority of the College of Arts and
Humanities, and we are working to see that the $1.5
million dollar endowment goal is reached. With the
restored version of From Here to Eternity from Random
House Publishing finding its way to the bookstore shelves
and Tim Rice’s From Here to Eternity musical
interpretation finding a home in London, broad attention is
once again being paid to James Jones as an author of note
in American literature.
An endowed chair will enable us to hire a World War II
Studies specialist and to have lectures, courses and
symposia to give students insight about this pivotal era in
American and world history. Through reading the works
of James Jones with his raw style and soldier’s perspective
students can learn a great deal about the forces which
shaped the later twentieth century.
While we work to fulfill this endowment, we continue to host our annual James Jones Lecture Series. In
November 2012, J. Michael Lennon joined us to read excerpts from his biography of Norman Mailer, soon to
be published. He also shared stories with an engaged audience of students, faculty and community members
regarding James Jones, Norman Mailer and William Styron and how these three young writers grew to become
friends. Having guest speakers on campus for the James Jones Lecture Series is another avenue to help spread
the word of this project.
Now I ask for your help; your help to spread the word of this endowment which could help us raise more
funding. If you are personally interested in contributing to the James Jones Chair in WWII Studies, please
contact the Eastern Illinois University Office of University Development at (217) 581-3313. Please note there
are numerous opportunities to contribute: cash donations, matching gifts, gifts of investments, and planned
giving. For more details, visit www.eiu.edu/~develop/gift.php.

T

Imprint …
Continued from page 2
novel is the heart and soul of American fiction. More and more, independent presses and e-publishers, like
Akashic Books, and Open Road Media, have taken on the task of publishing what mainstream publishers find
too risky, or too serious, or too 'quiet.' I feel this great sense of relief and of empowerment, knowing that this
imprint will help emerging writers find a home for their work.”
The imprint’s flagship publication is Unmentionables by Laurie Loewenstein. It will debut in January of
2014. The novel takes place on the 1917 Chautauqua circuit, in rural Illinois, on the verge of US involvement in
WWI.
Akashic Books has long been a friend and supporter of the literary work of both James Jones and Kaylie
Jones. It reissued James Jones’ works, The Ice Cream Headache and Other Stories and The Merry Month of
May. It also published Kaylie Jones’ Speak Now and reissued A Soldier’s Daughter Never Cries.
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Coming of Age in Military Against Backdrop of War
By Alysha Haran

“D

oll had learned something during the past six months of his life. Chiefly what he had learned was
that everybody lived by a selected fiction. Nobody was really what he pretended to be. It was as if
everybody made up a fiction story about himself, and then he just pretended to everybody that that
was what he was.” (James Jones, The Thin Red Line, 1962).
A Soldier’s experience in the military (for clarity the term ‘Soldier’ is used to define all service members
regardless of specific branch or gender) from joining until his discharge, is a journey of defining preconceived
notions. Inspired by family legacy, misplaced romantic notions, propaganda and peer pressure, the mechanism
by which their selected fiction becomes real is the brutal machine of the military. It can be argued their selfdiscovery is no different than that of any person their age, however within the disciplined confines of the
uniformed services, the constant scrutiny both the team and the individual face in situations with heightened
pressure and end-game stakes speeds up the evolutionary life-span of the spirit such that it can be observed in
succession the way Darwin regarded his finches. In the lyrical novel The Thin Red Line, James Jones arranges
the voices of the men of C-for-Charlie Company so at times it is an individual’s subconscious we hear like a
lone violin, and at others it is the collective of men fighting a common
battle - not just in the jungles of a rock-island in the Pacific, but even more
acutely, within themselves.
The story finds the battalion assembled through random happenstance,
capturing them in their lives at various times of age, awareness and
experience. Describing a nation’s propensity to get involved in a war
“every twenty years, regular as clockwork” as a “mathematical hazard,”
renders a Soldier’s enlistment fated. Immediately, apathetic control over
one’s life is introduced. Beyond being born in the correct year, or
possessing a perfectly prescribed set of disqualifying factors, there is little one could do to avoid involvement
while the draft was in existence. And beyond choosing a fate in the Quartermaster Corps where conditions
worse than battle held even less opportunity for heroic distinction, the average Joe was bound for some type of
infantry experience. It held that demographics determined in part, which side of the enlistment line you were to
end up on; those who came from families affluent enough to afford college usually produced officers, while the
youngest of a dozen children born to farmers epitomized the grunt in both speech and manner, but even this rule
had exceptions. What held the same for farm boy and college boy alike was the need to evolve and grow into a
man. And while this is an afforded luxury during peacetime, it is a harsh necessity during war.
Within the petri dish of Guadalcanal, the catalyst - the singular entity fueling the over-development of
human tragedy—is the mere concept of the “Military.” But this thing that exists because of the collective of
men that embody a set of rules once written down for anyone who joined the military, takes shape and shows its
presence in both order and chaos, and makes the true enemy far worse than bullets streaming over the knoll. As
if fighting against personal demons wasn’t hard enough while one was trying to stay alive and physically
unharmed, the omnipotent spirit of the “Military,” with characteristics so distinct it seems to be alive, callously
wields its bureaucratic control over the men so that each one of them becomes aware in his own right that the
decision of whether he lives or dies will be decided at random.
Though the men equate this force either to the enemy or the higher-ups back in Washington making
decisions without knowledge (from the President to Colonel Tall on the outskirts of the battlefield), within their
own ranks the individual who can most closely be credited with these attributes is Welsh, the mad 1st Sergeant.
Written in a generic way, Jones uses Welsh’s subtle force to articulate the unexpected enemy the Military is to
all men who give themselves over to it. At every turn of The Thin Red Line, he is there—it is there—exerting
Continued on page 9
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JJLS update from the President, symposium plans
Hello, all James Jones Society members,

T

hanks to the diligence and good service of one of our latest society board members—Laurie
Loewenstein—you are receiving the latest James Jones Literary Society Journal. A very
special thank you goes out as well to the Wilkes University Creative Writing staff led by
Joyce Anzalone, who took care of the printing and mailing of this
newsletter. It contains news items related to the legacy of James
Jones and important information on the upcoming James James
Society Symposium to be held at Eastern Illinois University AND
Robinson, IL, on Nov. 7, 8 and 9, 2013.
I hope that you will consider joining the board at either or both
sites. As always, there will be readings from the winners of the
James Jones First Novel Fellowship, the Valentines Day Contest,
and more. Dr. George Hendrick will deliver the opening lecture on
his work restoring the original text of From Here to Eternity; he
delivered this thoughtful piece last year at the joint Mailer/Jones
conference in Austin, Texas. Please consider updating your
membership, attending the symposium and reserving a room at the
Quail Creek Country Club.
All best,
Bonnie Culver, James Jones Literary Society President.

The Quail Creek Country Club in Robinson, Illinois, is holding rooms
from Nov. 7 through 9 for symposium attendants.
Call (800) 544-8674 for reservations.

Coming of age …..
Continued from page 8
his power actively and passively, just enough for the men to oscillate between thinking they have control of
their fate and accepting they’ll likely die no matter what they try to right their situation.
And so before each of the members of C-for-Charlie’s life is truncated at random, they must survive
exposure, physical pain, deprivation, politics, military law, random assignment, death and survival. They must
battle the enemy, battle Washington and battle Welsh while battling themselves inside and trying to keep their
fear hidden from their brothers around them. They were called the World’s Greatest Generation because not a
concession was made to the evolution of their spirit, not a win was given to any one of the selected fictions
through which they tried to define themselves as men. They became the people we aim to be under conditions
no one should be made to suffer. They went into battle because they “had to go” realizing once they were there
“it didn’t have anything to do with freedom” at all. But in changing themselves, in making their desire to live
both the starting point and the final goal, they changed each other. Whether some from company to memory and
others from soldier to man, within three distinct days of battle, every man of C-for-Charlie company stepped
across the thin red line.
Alysha Haran is a lieutenant in the US Navy presently serving in Tokyo, Japan. She has made multiple
deployments to the Middle East in support of the Global War on Terrorism and has an extensive background in
film, theatre, music and literature.
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JJLS ‘legacy’ wins Illinois VFW essay competition

J

essica Elliott, daughter of Ray Elliott,
long-time JJLS Board member, and
Vanessa Faurie, won the Illinois State
Veterans of Foreign War's Voice of
Democracy essay competition in February
and placed 18th in the national competition
in March.
Programs and writing competitions like
the VFW's and the James Jones Literary
Society's $10,000 First Novel Fellowship as
well as youth leadership and educational
programs of historical significance like the
Young Marines and the Iwo Jima
Association of America's Memorials and
From left: Ron Hubert, 7th Dist. VOD director; Ray Elliott (Jessica’s
Symposia, continue to encourage students father); Jessica Elliott; Sherrill Robertson, Post 5520 Auxiliary president;
Vanessa Faurie (Jessica's mother); and Billie Perry, Dist 7 Auxiliary.
and educate them about past and present
events that help the United States maintain its critical role in the free world.
Ms. Elliott is a senior at The High School of Saint Thomas More and plans to attend the University of
Illinois, majoring in broadcast journalism.
Voice of Democracy - By Jessica Elliott
It is the morning after my eighteenth birthday. It is still dark outside, in fact, it’s five a.m., but I am wideawake with anticipation. I am at the airport, preparing to embark on what I know will be an unforgettable
journey. I have been given the privilege of going on the Central Illinois Honor Flight to Washington D.C., a
program that takes World War II veterans to see their memorial in the nation’s capital. It’s been nearly 70 years
since these men were at war, but their sense of duty remains undiminished. I never met a single veteran who’d
say he would not serve again if he had to do it over. Something compelled them to enlist all those years ago,
and I see that same drive in their eyes as ninety-year-old men. What, I wonder, do they all feel so strongly
about?
I soon found my answer.
For written in stone, there at that reverent memorial—their memorial—are the words: “Here in the presence
of Washington and Lincoln, one the 18th century father and the other the 19th century preserver of our nation,
we honor those 20th century Americans who took up the struggle during the Second World War and made the
sacrifices to perpetuate the gift our forefathers entrusted to us: a nation conceived in liberty and justice.”
The veterans on this Honor Flight responded to the call of these great presidents—whose monuments salute
the World War II Memorial on either side—the call to uphold freedom, to fight injustice, and to protect from
tyranny. These values are embodied in our nation’s Constitution, a code that Americans have come to apply, not
only to themselves but to all of humanity. This document that began its life with the purpose of guiding a young
nation down the path of freedom and independence has continued to secure the rights of American citizens ever
since. Through the Constitution and its amendments, Americans have established the freedoms of speech and
religious worship; abolished slavery; given a voice to every adult through the vote, regardless of race or gender;
as well as safeguarded many other aspects of American independence.
These inalienable rights represent the ideals that our country was built upon. They are the values instilled in
the hearts of our citizens. The Constitution, and all its responsibilities and challenges, continues to influence our
actions and decisions to this day, because it has evolved alongside its people. A man once said, “The United
States Constitution has proved itself the most marvelously elastic compilation of rules of government ever
written.” That man was Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States during the 1941 attack on Pearl
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JJLS ‘legacy’ …
Continued from page 10
Harbor, the event that led to America’s involvement in World War II. His adherence to the Constitution
compelled him to take action against the oppressive forces that threatened our country and its principles of
freedom and equality.
From Washington and the founders of our nation, to Lincoln who unified a divided people, to the young
men who enlisted in the military some seventy years ago, the Constitution has continually inspired Americans
since its signing. Quite simply, it was written to ensure the promise of a better tomorrow, and it was this
aspiration I saw in the eyes of each World War II veteran on the Honor Flight. They risked their lives to
preserve the American way of life, as well as to provide future generations with better opportunities to pursue
their dreams in peace. My generation enjoys a world made possible by their actions. No passage of time will
lessen the importance nor diminish the relevance of their defense of our Constitution. This is why their story is
not one to be confined to a history book; it did not just change the world once - it perpetually changes it. Just
like the actions of these brave veterans, the Constitution continues to affect how Americans interact with each
other, and with the world. It is not a dead and dusty document by any means. It lives, and it lives within us.

Why the James Jones Endowed Chair is needed
By Ray Elliott
got a callback from a woman after I’d dialed a wrong number and left a message about a Fifth Marine
Division Association member’s death. When I answered the phone she said she’d received my call but had
no idea who I was or what I wanted. I explained I was the editor of Spearhead, the publication of the Fifth
Marine Division Association. She said she didn’t know what that was. I told her it was a Marine Division that
had fought on Iwo Jima and one of its companies had raised the flag on Mount Suribachi.
She said, “Iwo Jima? Where was that? In Korea?”
“No,” I said. “It is in the Pacific, and the site of a significant World War II battle. Associated Press
Photographer Joe Rosenthal took the iconic Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph there of Marines of Easy
Company, First Battalion, 28th Marine Regiment, raising the flag on Mount Suribachi that was the most
recognized photograph of World War II.”
The woman’s lack of knowledge about Iwo Jima, and World War II in general, is not unusual among today’s
population. We’re in serious need of education about where we’ve been as a nation, what we’ve done and who
made the sacrifices for the freedom we enjoy and the prices paid for it to see where we’ll go in the future.
Which is why the James Jones Chair in World War II Studies is an important step toward that goal. When the
chair is endowed for $1.5 million, a writer, literary scholar or historian specializing in WWII will spend one
semester annually at Eastern Illinois University, focusing on the history and significance of World War II. In
the interim, the College of Arts & Humanities sponsors the James Jones Lecture Series on those topics pertinent
to the literature and history of World War II.
The chair will be endowed in James Jones’ name, but an array of World War II literature will be read and
discussed. Much of Jones’ work has recently been prepared for publication by Jones scholar and University of
Illinois English Professor Emeritus, George Henrick, and re-published.
The goal is to have the chair completely endowed by the time of the opening of the musical version of From
Here to Eternity on Sept. 30. The endowment was started with a $25,000 contribution by Robinson
businessman Jack Chamblin and a $10,000 contribution by the James Jones Literary Society and contributions
of lesser amounts have been added to the fund on a regular basis. Both the Eastern Illinois University
Foundation and the JJLS are making a concentrated effort to fulfill the endowment. Your tax-deductible
contribution of any amount will help realize this goal. See page 7 for details on how to make a donation.

I

Join or renew your membership to the

James Jones Literary Society
Membership/Contribution form
Name _______________________________________ Phone _________________________________
Address _____________________________________ Email: ________________________________
o $15 Annual Individual

o $25 Annual Couple

o $50 Four-year Individual

o $250 Life Individual

o I/we wish to join or renew membership in the JJLS and have enclosed the dues payment.
o I/we wish to support the activities of the JJLS and would like to make a contribution. Enclosed is a
check for $_______.
Please indicate how you would like your contributions to be used:
o To support the JJLS First Novel Fellowship Award.
o To support the JJLS general fund.
Make checks payable to the James Jones Literary Society, and mail to PO Box 68, Robinson, Ill. 62454.
Contributions are tax-deductible. This form may be duplicated for additional memberships and/or gifts.

James Jones Literary Society
P.O. Box 68
Robinson, Ill. 62454

